Abslracl. A third order two step method and ~ [our~h order two step method for the numerical solution of the vectnr i[~itial value problem d_y = F(y), y(a) = n dx (tan be defined by making evahmtio~s of F simil'~r to those found in a classical Runge-Kutta formula. These two step methods arc different from classical Runge-Kuttu methods in that evalu')iti(ms of F made at the previous point are used along with those made t~t the current point in order to obtain the solution at the next point. [f the stepsize is fixed, ~his use of previous computations makes it possible to obt'dn the solution at the next point by evaluating F two or three times for the third or fourth order method, respectively.
Introduction
A Runge-Kutt'~ method having a local accuracy of O(h m) requires at least m evaluations of the derivative to advance the approximate particular solution from one point to the next [13, pp. 72-73] . Since these evaluations are the most timeconsuming part of the calculations, the use of a Runge-Kutta method over a long interval is generally avoided.
On the other hand, since it is sometimes convenient or necessary to change the stepsize, it is evident that linear multi-step methods also have disadvantages.
The object of this paper is to present a method having local accuracy of O(h "~)
but requiring only m-1 derivative evahmtions. Here, m is three or four'. Even though this method has been derived with a variable stepsize in [4] , no sound criterion for the choice of stepsize has been developed. Thus, the use of a variable stepsize is not treated here.
It should be mentioned that the third order method was originally derived in [3} and the fourth order method in [14] . In both instances, only the single equation was considered, ao truncation error was derived, and no proof of convergence was given. These last two topics were also covered in [4] .
Derivation of the Method
Suppose that an approximate numerical solution is sought for the vector initial In this section, it is assuined that the solution Y(x) of the initial -v~lue problem is unique and of class C '~+2. Once again, m denotes the order of the method and is either three or four. Let Y(x.~-l) and Y(x,) be the values of a particul'tr solution of the initial value problem at x,,_.~ and x~, respectively. The points x~_~ and x,, are assumed to be in the intel-cal I = In, b]. It is to be understood that tile stepsize h is ~t non-negative constant satisfying h = x,~ -x~-i for n = 1, 2, .... If y,, and y,~_~ approximate Y(x,) and Y(x,~_l), respectively, the equations describing the fourth order pseudo-Runge-Kutta method can be given as: The parameters u~ and u~ are free, while m and A~ and B,~ (i = 0, 1 2) are yet to be determined and are dependent upon u~ arid u,,. Similarly, a third order method can be described by (la), (lb), (ld), (le), (lh) arid
In the third order method, the single free parameter is ul, and A,~ and Bi 
The system of equations used for determining the coefficients of the fourth order method is represented in Table I 
In computing the above solutions, it was assumed that ,U4 ~z~ 0, U2 ~ 0, Ul ~;~ U2, Ul ~z~ 4 / 5 .
The local tnmcation error term for the fourth order method can now be found to be
The derivation of the third order method now follows directly. If the terms in Table I having the subscript 2 are deleted and the remaining terms through O(h 4) are copied, the system of equations for the third order method can be obtained. Let Ul = u for simplicity. The solutions for the third order method are
The truncation error term for the third order method is
A Convergence Theorem
If some definitions and assumptions are made, the convergence of the pseudoRunge-Kutta methods can be proved.
Let K[y(x)] be defined as in (lg) and (lk), but with the arguments y~-i and y, replaced by y(x -h) and y(x), respectively, in equations ( l a ) ' ( l g ) and (lk). Other arguments of K will be similarly used. The sequence {y,} of vectors defined by y,+~ = y~ -k K(y,) (n = 1, 2, • -. ) and y0 = n is the sequence of approximations for Y(x,,), the exact solution of t.he a r initial value problem at x,,. 'I he recto y~ must have been provided by some starti rig: method and is assumed to satisfy
where r > 1 and L > 0 are constants. Furthermore, the first componeat of each y,, is assumed to be x,,. Two desirable properties of a numerical method for solving ordinary differential equations are consistency ~nd convergence. The definitions given here ~re similar to those of ttenrici [10, p. 124] and others.
Definition 1. A pseudo-Runge-Kutta method is said to be consistent with the initial value problem if and only if lira (K[y(x)])/h = F[y(x)], x { I, ]l y(x)ll < ~-h-tO
The third and fourth order methods are consistent by construction, since y and F are continuous. A convergence theorem can now be stated and proved.
THEOREM• Let m denote the order of the pseudo-Runge-Kuga method. Let there exist non-negative real numbers N,~ and M,~ such that the inequality [] K(w.*) -K(w~,)]] _< h{ H w.* --w,~[[ Ym + ]] w,*_l --Wn-l[[ M,,~} holds for the vectors wj* and w~ having first components xj for j = n, n-1 and n --~ 1, 2, .. • , P--1 with (x, -a)/h < P < (b -a)/h. Under these conditions and hypotheses ( i-iii) and (6), the pseudo-Runge-Kutta methods are convergent.
PROOF. By definition 
lira (D[Y(x,)])/h = F[Y(x.)] h~0
Let Y(x~) --y,, = e~ so that holds, as described in the statement of the theorem, can be replaced by the conditiol~ that F(y) be of class C f for all y such that yl = x, x E I, and il Y II < ~ and that max !1F j(y)!! = L0
(j = 1,2, .,. ,q)
for' some non-negative number L0.
Features of the Pseudo-Runge-Kutta Methods
Although the pseudo-Runge-Kutta methods are neither one-step methods ~or linear multi-step methods, they do have some characteristics of each of these classes. Generally, linear multi-step methods are not self-starting and do h~volve a fixed stepsizc. The methods presented here have these properties. The truncation error term of the pseudo-Runge-Kutta methods is rather complex, but this di> advantage is typical of the classical Runge-Kutta methods.
On the other hand, these methods require less than m derivative evaluations to achieve a local accuracy of O(h'~), similar to n linear multi-step method. '~he most intriguing feature of the pseudo-Runge-Kutta methods is that the one or two free parameters can be chosen so that local truncation can be reduced. Of course, this feature is also shared with the classical Runge-Kutta methods. Table II. It is not always possible to eliminate the principle part of the truncation error in its entireW. However, one term of the principle part can always be elimim~tcd, Some results are given in Table III for The local truncation error for this method is given by (3).
If u~ is replaced by u, a third order method can be given by (la), (lb), (ld), (le) and y,~+l = y,, + k0(y~) + {(6u --5)/(12u)}{k0(y~) --k0(y,,_~)} + {5/12u}{k,(y~) --k~(y~_~)}.
The local truncation error term for the third order method is represented by (5),
The parameters u, Ul and u2 are free parameters and can be chosen so that at least one term of the principle part of the local truncation error can be eliminated.
These pseudo-Runge-Kutta methods are consistent with the vector initial value problem and under certain conditions have been shown to be convergent to the exact solution of the initial value problem.
Finally, some numerical results have been given.
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